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ABSTRACT

Introduction. Brain imaging is becoming a powerful tool in the study of human cerebral functions related to close personal relationships. Outside of subcortical structures traditionally thought to be involved in reward-related systems, a wide range of neuroimaging studies in relationship science indicate a prominent role for different cortical networks and cognitive factors. Thus, the field needs a better anatomical/network/whole-brain model to help translate scientific knowledge from lab bench to clinical models and ultimately to the patients suffering from disorders associated with love and couple relationships.

Aim. The aim of the present review is to provide a review across wide range of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies to critically identify the cortical networks associated with passionate love, and to compare and contrast it with other types of love (such as maternal love and unconditional love for persons with intellectual disabilities).

Methods. Retrospective review of pertinent neuroimaging literature.

Main Outcome Measures. Review of published literature on fMRI studies of love illustrating brain regions associated with different forms of love.

Results. Although all fMRI studies of love point to the subcortical dopaminergic reward-related brain systems (involving dopamine and oxytocin receptors) for motivating individuals in pair-bonding, the present meta-analysis newly demonstrated that different types of love involve distinct cerebral networks, including those for higher cognitive functions such as social cognition and bodily self-representation.
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Introduction

Although it seems obvious that psychological and emotional factors play a role in the etiology and maintenance of sexual problems [1,2], little is known about the ways in which love, sexual function, and sexual dysfunctions interact [1–3]. Since the 1960s, there is, nevertheless, a growing interest in love in the framework of sexual medicine [4–9]. In the last decade, the development of neuroimaging techniques, such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) helped in better understanding the role of the brain, as a central organ in sexual function [4,10–15]. Rare, however, are the fMRI studies on love [4,16–21]. A review of these fMRI studies could critically be helpful in
improving one’s knowledge on the neural bases of love (in comparison with the neural bases of sexual function) by extending one’s knowledge of the psychology of love in the context of close relationships, and comparing this knowledge with previous fMRI studies on different phases of human sexual response. In the present article, we will review these fMRI studies of love.

**What Does fMRI Measure?**

fMRI measures the change in blood flow and oxygenation (hemodynamic response) that is produced in the brain in response to the presentation of a broad variety of stimuli (e.g., faces, name of sexual partner). Functional neuroimaging studies of love present changes in blood flow and metabolism associated with the presentation of partner-related stimuli (e.g., face of a beloved partner; or name of the beloved partner). These stimuli can be visual, auditory, or tactile. To date, however, mostly visual partner-related stimuli (i.e., faces, names, pictures, video-clips; Table 1) have been used in fMRI studies of love. In fMRI studies of love, changes in blood flow and oxygenation in the brain are always analyzed in comparison with another (neutral) stimulus. For instance, a psychologist or a physician, who is interested in discovering the brain activity that is generated in response to faces of a significant/beloved partner, will analyze the brain responses that are generated in responses to the visual presentation of the face of that significant/beloved partner minus the brain responses that are generated in response to the visual presentation of neutral faces (e.g., faces of neutral strangers). By comparing/subtracting these two types of brain responses, the investigator is able to unravel the brain responses that are specific to the face of a beloved partner.

**What Does fMRI Bring to Sexual Medicine?**

In recent years, researchers have devoted increasing attention to neurobiological substrates and neurological processes of sexual function and close relationships [4,15]. For instance, a growing body of fMRI studies enables the visualization of brain networks that are recruited during human sexual response, such as sexual arousal, sexual desire, and orgasm [14,22–36]. Combining knowledge from fMRI studies with standard approach in sexual medicine may be helpful to better understand the psychological mechanisms that occur in couple relationships. This approach fits well with a new trend in medicine called translational neuroscience. Translational neuroscience aims to translate scientific knowledge from the lab bench to the clinical practice. The understanding and the integration of fMRI knowledge into daily clinical practice might help better target drug therapies on the brain networks that may be affected [14]. In sexual medicine, translational neuroscience is important in order to better help patients with sexual disorders, and couple relationship issues. Because several reviews about the brain networks involved during human sexual responses have been done recently [13,14,37], we are not going to review them in the present article. Rather, the present article will focus on an important topic that is often neglected in sexual medicine, i.e., love.

**Why Does Love Matter in Sexual Medicine?**

Even if it is, of course, clear that being in love is not a prerequisite to have a sexual intercourse, to desire someone else, or to have a satisfactory sexual life [4,36], studies show a positive relationship between love, desire, and orgasm [7,9,38]. This is in line with a recent growing body of studies in the field that investigated not only the potential risks associated with sexual activities, but examined also the potential physical and mental health benefits [5–7]. This fascinating field of research allows the integration of the scientifically essential differentiation of specific sexual behaviors, notably penile-vaginal intercourse (PVI [6]). As highlighted by Komisaruk and Whipple, “love and sexual activity, while different from each other, share a common element in that they both involve giving and receiving intimate stimulation” [9]. In line with this growing field of research, a large number of
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**Table 1**  Functional MRI studies of love

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Love</th>
<th>Number of participants</th>
<th>Stimuli</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aron et al.</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Passionate</td>
<td>7 men, 10 women</td>
<td>Faces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bartels and Zeki</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Passionate</td>
<td>6 men, 11 women</td>
<td>Faces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ortigue et al.</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Passionate</td>
<td>36 women</td>
<td>Names</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bartels and Zeki</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Maternal</td>
<td>20 women</td>
<td>Pictures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noriuchi et al.</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Maternal</td>
<td>13 women</td>
<td>Video clips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beauregard et al.</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Unconditional</td>
<td>8 men, 9 women</td>
<td>Pictures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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studies reveals associations between love, sexual arousal, sexual desire, and sexual motivation [19,36,40,44–47], and also commitment, and sexual satisfaction [1,3,8,9,39–46]. For instance, recent studies show that women aged 18–45 years have sex primarily for pleasure, commitment, and love [40]. Also, love has been found to be associated positively with sexual satisfaction [43,48–52]. Reciprocated love (union with the other) is associated with fulfillment and ecstasy [8]. In addition, several studies reveal that love may be a predictor of satisfaction, happiness, positive emotions, and well-being in a couple relationship [40,42,44–46,53].

However, it is important to note that all forms of intimate stimulation are not so similar [6]. For instance, to test whether sexual behaviors differ in their associations with both sexual satisfaction and satisfaction with other aspects of life, in a recent article, Brody and Costa reviewed a representative sample of 2,810 Swedes who reported frequency (during the past 30 days) of PVI, noncoital sex, and masturbation as well as their degree of satisfaction (on a 6-point Likert-type scales anchored with 1 = very unsatisfying and 6 = very satisfying) with their sex life, their life in general, their relationship with their partner, and their mental health. For both sexes, multivariate analyses revealed that PVI frequency significantly predicted the satisfaction indices with a large effect size for sexual satisfaction and a medium effect size for relationship quality. By contrast, masturbation frequency was independently inversely associated with almost all satisfaction measures (small to medium effect sizes), and noncoital sex frequencies independently inversely associated (small to very small effect sizes) with some satisfaction measures (and uncorrelated with the rest) [6]. Age did not confound the results. These results reinforce the evidence that, specifically, PVI frequency, rather than other sexual activities, is associated with sexual satisfaction, health, and well-being. The authors concluded that inverse associations between satisfaction and masturbation are not due simply to insufficient PVI [6]. In another study including 30 Portuguese women, Costa and Brody also showed that frequency of PVI positively correlated with various dimensions of the Perceived Relationship Quality Components Inventory, such as satisfaction, intimacy, trust, and love (all $r \geq 0.40$) and global relationship quality ($r = 0.55$) [7]. By contrast, masturbation frequency was inversely associated with love ($r = -0.38$) [7].

When love does not go well in couple relationships, it may be one of the major causes of conflicts, sexual difficulties, emotional distress, anxiety, depression, and, eventually, divorce and/or suicide [8,41,42,54–58]. For instance, studies show that 40% of the persons who are rejected in love experienced depression [47]. Love deprivation, unrequited love, and loneliness may also have negative consequences in a couple relationship [8,56,59,60]. This is in line with Komisaruk and Whipple’s model suggesting that deprivation of love may generate endogenous and compensatory mechanisms that manifest as psychosomatic illness [9]. According to Komisaruk and Whipple, compensatory mechanisms occur with deprivation of yearned-for stimulation (e.g., unrequited love) [9]. These compensatory mechanisms represent the body’s effort to provide “substitute sensory stimulation to replace (or compensate) for the stimulation that is lost or denied, and craved. If the stimulation remains unrequited, this effort may become frozen into a psychosomatic symptom, as in conversion reaction, which is the bodily expression of a psychological conflict” [9].

The ways in which love is expressed within a couple relationship may therefore play a critical role in sexual health and dysfunction [1]. Along these lines, the study of love and its dysfunctions in couple relationships is important in sexual medicine and clinical practice.

Furthermore, love may be characterized by a broad variety of changes of neurohormones and neuropeptides (e.g., oxytocin) that mediate attachment between individuals, social memory, and reward [17,19]. For instance, individuals in passionate love show increased levels of neurotrophins (relative to individuals neither romantically involved nor in long-term established romantic relationships [61,62]). Interestingly, upregulation of neurotrophins can induce activation of the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenocortical axis of the endocrine system [62]. This means that some of neurobiological changes that occur in love may potentially also interact (inhibit or facilitate) with the neurobiological substrates that mediate sexual responses, such as arousal and sexual desire [62,63].

Accordingly, the understanding of the brain networks that are activated during love may help clinicians to better apprehend issues in the couple relationship, their emotional relationships and/or their sexual behaviors [64]. Understanding the functional brain network of love might provide physicians, psychologists, and/or couple therapists...
with new key paths of therapy for couples that suffer from love addiction, love deprivation, or rejection in love [9,65]. As described by Komisaruk and Whipple: “the better is our understanding of love, the greater is our respect for the significance and potency of its role in mental and physical health” [9]. For all these reasons, love and its underlying mechanisms need to be taken more systematically into consideration in couple therapy and sexual medicine.

**Definition of the Different Types of Love**

Love carries many definitions, but the one used here is the existence of a complex rewarding emotional state involving chemical, cognitive, and goal-directed behavioral components [66]. Although many emotion theories have included love as a basic emotion, love is more than a basic emotion [17,21,66]. Love includes basic emotions and also complex emotions, goal-directed motivations, and cognition. This knowledge applies to many different types of love, such as passionate love, companionate love, maternal love, and unconditional love. However, it is important to note that differences may exist between these different types of love. In fact, every type of love embraces its own brain complexity.

In a couple relationship, two kinds of love may be distinguished: passionate love (i.e., being in love) and companionate love (i.e., loving) [54,55]. Of particular importance for sexual medicine and couple therapy, these two typologies have been accepted as a valid conceptualization of love regardless of age, gender, and culture in a wide array of research [67]. Passionate love is defined as “a state of intense longing for union with another” that is characterized by a motivated and goal-directed mental state [17]. In comparison with passionate love, companionate love is less intense [67]. This typology of love (i.e., companionate love) is often described as friendship love [67]. Although passionate love and companionate love may be experienced in concert (at least at the beginning of a couple relationship), they are different. Yet little is known about the brain pathways that differentiate passionate love from the other types of love. The similarities (as well as the differences) between these two different types of love may lead one to hypothesize similar (and also different) neural architectures between these different types of love. By comparing the brain networks that are recruited for passionate love in comparison with companionate love, researchers recently provided interesting facts on the specificity of passionate love. In order to better understand the specificity of the neural bases of passionate love, it is important to compare these results with fMRI neuroimaging results from other types of love, such as maternal love (i.e., a tender intimacy and selflessness of a mother’s love for her child/children) and the so-called unconditional love (e.g., love for people with intellectual disabilities [16]). In the present review, we present the fMRI findings from these different types of love.

**Aims**

The main aim of the present article is to unravel the neural network that is specific to passionate love (in comparison with companionate love), i.e., two types of love that play an important role in couple relationships. To do so, we provide readers with a review on the fMRI studies on passionate love. Then, to discover what brain network is specific to passionate love, we compare its brain network with other types of love, such as maternal love and unconditional love [16–21].

Critically, three issues are considered here: (i) What are the neural underpinnings of passionate love?; (ii) Do the neural substrates of passionate love differ from the neural substrates of other types of love?; (iii) What is the relationship between passionate love and cognition? With this review, the ultimate goal of the present article is to offer clinicians another non-invasive option to approach theoretical complexities of love, close relationships, couples, human sexual health, and behaviors during daily practice.

**Main Outcome Measures**

fMRI analyses of human brain activation were reviewed.

**Methods**

**Search Procedures**

We performed a systematic review of functional neuroimaging studies of love, evaluating brain responses evoked in response to partner-related stimuli (e.g., face of a beloved partner). All papers and books in the literature published through March 2010 (inclusive) were considered for this review, subject to two general limitations: the publication had to be a manuscript, chapter, or book; and the title and abstract had to be available in
English. Materials were identified through computer-based search, as described below.

**Computer Search**

A systematic computer-based search of the literature was performed using the local university electronic database. The wide search for fMRI studies on love had no restrictions on the date of the study. We searched the Cochrane Library, EMBASE, and MEDLINE through OVID and PubMed. We used the key words “human,” “love,” “fMRI,” “sexual medicine,” “sexual,” and “couple.” We mainly selected publications in the past 10 years, but did not exclude commonly referenced and highly regarded older publications. We also searched the reference lists of articles identified by this search strategy.

**Selection Criteria**

The set of publications identified was then subjected to the following narrower criteria: (i) participants of the paper had to be identified as having “love” for a partner; (ii) the studies had to be reported with a neuroimaging exam; (iii) no participant had any history of schizophrenia, neurological disease, drug abuse, or alcohol abuse; and (iv) all studies concerning love have been conducted in accordance with ethical standards and under the supervision of the responsible human subject’s committees. Only studies on love and fMRI were included. Articles concerning broader issues, such as psychological dimensions of developmental and psychoanalytic aspects of love, are generally essential for humans’ physical and mental health. Since these issues have been addressed in depth previously, they will not be reviewed in the present article. Here, we focus on a review of neuroimaging data.

**Combined Analysis of the fMRI Results**

To provide readers with a synthesized view of the fMRI results on love, we then created a figure (see Figure 1) derived from the fMRI neuroimaging results of love that have been published to date [16–21]. More precisely, Figure 1 represents a combined analysis illustrating composite maps derived from six fMRI studies related to love (i.e., fMRI of passionate love, maternal love and unconditional love; N = 120 subjects including 99 women, and 21 men). Results are superimposed on lateral (top panels) and medial views (lower panels) of an average human cortical surface model—an inflated rendition of the PALS surface model.

**Results**

We found a total of six fMRI studies [16–21]. The number of participants included in each study ranged from 13 to 36 (Table 1). Accordingly, a total of 120 participants were analyzed in the
present review. Results are described below according to different types of love.

**Romantic/Passionate Love**

The first neuroscientists to study romantic/passionate love with fMRI were Bartels and Zeki, who identified the brain regions associated with romantic/passionate love in comparison with companionate love [19]. They recruited volunteers who were “truly, deeply, and madly in love” with their partner. A total of 17 participants (six men, 11 women) participated in their fMRI study (Table 1). All participants scored high on the Passionate Love Scale (7.55 out of 9 points) [71]. During the fMRI scans, participants were instructed to gaze at pictures of their partner or at pictures of their friends. Participants’ instruction was to look at the pictures and to think of the person whom they were viewing, and to relax. Pictures were presented for 17.36 seconds. Although many different thoughts and brain mechanisms may occur during those 17.36 seconds (duration of picture presentation), Bartels and Zeki concluded from their fMRI study that pictures of a beloved partner involves increased activity in the dopaminergic-related brain areas (e.g., caudate nucleus and putamen) associated with euphoria and reward. They found brain activations within the dopaminergic subcortical system in the same brain regions that have previously been shown to be active while people were under the influence of euphoria-inducing drugs, such as cocaine. With a lowered threshold of significance ($P < 0.005$), a broader activity was also seen in a brain area involved in memory and mental associations (i.e., the posterior hippocampus). In addition, the authors found that viewing pictures of a beloved partner (as opposed to friends of the same sex as their beloved partner) is associated with activation in other parts of the brain, notably in brain areas mediating emotion, somatosensory integration, and reward processes (e.g., insula and anterior cingulate cortex) [19]. Interestingly, some of these brain areas (i.e., insula and the anterior cingulate cortex) have also been shown to become active when people view sexually arousing material [72].

In addition, the authors found decreased levels of activity in brain areas associated with anxiety and fear [19]. Notably, deactivations were observed in the posterior cingulate gyrus and amygdala, i.e., two brain areas that have been shown to be activated in lovers who were actively grieving over a recent romantic/passionate breakup, romantic rejection, or loss [73,74]. The role of the posterior cingulate cortex in grief has been reinforced by a recent fMRI study evaluating grief in eight bereaved women with photographs of a deceased partner vs. photographs of a stranger [73,74]. Together, these results suggest that the anterior part of the cingulate cortex is activated in passionate love and sexual arousal, while the posterior part of the cingulate cortex is rather involved in grief of love [73,74]. No gender differences were observed [19].

In a subsequent fMRI study on passionate love, Aron et al. found similar and different brain activations. In their study, Aron et al. recorded brain activity of 17 participants (7 men and 10 women), who were in early stages of passionate love, while they were viewing pictures of their beloved partner and were thinking about pleasurable (but not sexual) events that occurred with their partner [17]. In this study, pictures were presented for 30 seconds, which is again quite a long time in terms of cognitive processes. The reason for such a long stimulus presentation was based on previous studies in which participants reported that “in addition to a photo, thinking about specific events relating to their beloved partner was the best circumstance to elicit intense romantic love during a 30-second time period” [75]. To analyze their fMRI results, Aron et al. used a technique focused on a subset of 12 brain regions of interest (ROI; i.e., the ventral tegmental area, caudate, putamen, nucleus accumbens, striatum, amygdala, posterior hippocampus, anterior cingulate, posterior cingulate, insula, medial and lateral orbitofrontal cortex), rather than an analysis on the whole brain. ROI technique has the advantage of focusing the analysis on a subset of brain areas of interest. It has, however, the disadvantage of limiting the findings to a subset number of brain areas (rather than the whole brain).
Results from Aron et al.’s study reinforced Bartels and Zeki’s findings by showing brain activations in dopamine-rich subcortical brain areas (i.e., ventral tegmental area and caudate nucleus) in response to passionate love-related stimuli (in comparison with companionate love-related stimuli). Also, deactivation was observed in a brain area (the amygdala), which is well known for mediating a broad variety of emotions, notably anxiety, fear, and grieving [17, 76–78]. Finally, the authors tested for differences between men and women; however, none met the criterion of \( P < 0.001 \). Together, these results reinforce Bartels and Zeki’s.

In another study, Ortigue et al. [21] investigated another aspect of passionate love: the implicit mental representation of a partner’s name in a woman’s brain. To do so, the authors recorded the brain activity of 36 women while they were viewing implicitly (i.e., below the threshold of visual awareness) the name of their beloved partner on a video screen (in comparison with the name of their friends or strangers). Results reinforced the role of reward-related brain areas in passionate love, even at the implicit level. Results in response to passionate-love stimuli (compared to friend-related stimuli) showed activation in subcortical brain areas involved in dopaminergic reward, emotion, and mental associations (i.e., caudate nucleus, insula, midbrain/ventral tegmental area, and thalamus). Also, as in previous study, activation was observed in anterior cingulate gyrus. Interestingly, the analysis of brain activations collected in response to passionate love (in comparison with companionate love; and in comparison with passion for a hobby/sport) revealed brain activations in higher-order cortical brain areas (i.e., occipitotemporal/fusiform region, angular gyrus, dorsolateral middle frontal gyrus, superior temporal gyrus, occipital cortex, and precentral gyrus). These cortical activations suggest a role of brain areas involved in social cognition, attention, and self-representation in the implicit mental representation of a beloved partner.

The fact that some of these areas were not specifically found in previous fMRI studies of love might be due to the difference between subliminal designs and non-subliminal designs. Differences of findings between the three studies might be due to difference in terms of, fMRI analysis, duration of stimulus presentation, and/or duration of the love relationships of the participants (i.e., a longer-term love relationship was observed in Bartels and Zeki’s [19] study than in Aron et al.’s). Further studies need to be done to control for these variables and better understand the brain network of passionate love per se.

**Summary on Passionate Love**

Figure 2 displays the brain clusters activated during passionate love. Based on fMRI studies, passionate love recruits brain areas mediating emotion, motivation, reward, social cognition, attention, and self-representation.

**Maternal Love**

In 2004, Bartels and Zeki conducted another fMRI study in order to compare the passionate love brain network with the maternal love brain network. To investigate maternal love, the authors asked a total of 20 mothers to participate in this fMRI study. The general procedures and methods used in this study were similar to those used in their previous study on passionate love [18, 19]. The consistency between the paradigms used in 2000 and 2004 allowed a direct data comparison. While the authors were scanning the brain activity of the participants, they gave each participant photographs of “their own child, of another child of the same age with whom they were acquainted with, their best friend, and photographs of another person they were acquainted with.” Participants’ instruction was to view the pictures and relax. Results showed activity in the insula, and in the anterior cingulate cortex, i.e., brain areas overlapping with activity observed with passionate love.

Results from this study also revealed activation cortical brain regions mediating higher cognitive or emotive processing (lateral fusiform gyrus, lateral orbitofrontal cortex, and in the lateral prefrontal cortex), and also dopaminergic-rich subcortical brain areas (caudate nucleus, putamen, subthalamic nucleus, periaqueductal gray, substantia nigra, and lateral thalamus). The fact that the activation of the periaqueductal (central) gray matter (PAG) was observed in maternal (but not passionate) love suggests that PAG might be specific to maternal love (in comparison with passionate love). This would make sense since PAG receives direct connections from the limbic emotional system, and contains a high density of vasoressin receptors that are important in maternal bonding. As pointed out by Bartels and Zeki [18], the role of PAG in maternal love is important because PAG is also known to be involved in endogenous pain suppression during experience of intense emotional experiences, such as childbirth.

In another study, Noriuchi et al. reinforced the role of PAG in maternal love by investigating the
neural bases of maternal love in 13 mothers while they were viewing “video clips of their own infant and four unknown infants in two different situations (situation #1: playing situation; and situation #2: separation situation)” [20]. When the mothers viewed their own infant vs. other infants, results showed significant activation in the PAG [20]. Also, as in previous studies, the authors found activation in emotion-related brain areas, and also dopaminergic brain areas (i.e., right anterior insula, putamen, thalamus, hypothalamus, and the orbitofrontal cortices). As in the previous study on maternal love, the authors also noticed activity in cortical brain regions that were associated with higher-order cognitive or emotive processing (i.e., inferior frontal gyrus, dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, middle frontal gyrus, middle temporal gyrus, superior temporal gyrus, postcentral gyrus, and the inferior parietal lobule).

Summary on Maternal Love
Together, these findings suggest that maternal love is mediated by a PAG-centered reward system, and also by higher-order cognitive or emotional cortical brain areas.

Unconditional Love
In 2009, Beauregard et al. investigated the neural bases of unconditional love in an experimental setting. Although unconditional love is commonly defined as “a love that extends to all others without exception, in an enduring, unselfish and constant way,” here, Beauregard et al. investigated unconditional love as “the ability to self-generate love for individuals with intellectual disabilities” [16]. According to Beauregard et al., unconditional love is different from empathy (affective mechanisms that one feels when they apprehend others’ emotional states [16]). Rather, unconditional love is to “act with care on behalf of others without expecting anything in return” [16].

In their experiment, Beauregard et al. ([16]) investigated the neural bases of unconditional love from 17 participants (8 men and 9 women) in an experimental setting including two main conditions: a “passive view” condition, and a so-called “unconditional love viewing” condition. In the “passive view” condition, participants’ instruction was to passively view pictures depicting individuals (children and adults) with intellectual disabilities. In the “unconditional love” condition, participants’ instruction was to self-generate feelings of unconditional love toward the same pictures depicting individuals with intellectual disabilities. By asking their participants to self-generate love, the authors aimed to test both a cognitive component (self-generation) and an emotional–experiential component (feeling), as compared to a passive viewing [16]. This is an interesting experimental design. However, the specificity of this type of self-generated unconditional love might limit the generalization of the results. Further studies thus need to test other aspects of unconditional love in order to better grasp this general construct and its neural bases.

In comparison with the “passive” condition, Beauregard et al.’s results for the “unconditional love” condition revealed significant brain activation in the reward and dopaminergic system (i.e., insula, globus pallidus, caudate nucleus, and ventral tegmental area). Interestingly, activation was also observed in PAG. Thus, this finding suggests that PAG is not specifically activated during maternal love. Rather, PAG is activated for both maternal love and unconditional love, which makes sense given that mothers often feel unconditional love for their child/children. As in previous fMRI studies of love, activation was also observed in anterior cingulate cortex, superior parietal lobule, and the inferior occipital gyrus.

Summary on Unconditional Love
According to this first experimental study on unconditional love, these results indicate that unconditional love for persons with intellectual disabilities, like maternal love and passionate love, involves the reward system. Also, like maternal love, unconditional love recruits PAG and higher-order cognitive brain areas. Further studies on unconditional love need to be done to confirm these results.

Discussion
Although the present fMRI findings may be seen as preliminary [4] and considerably more research, including the different components of love (e.g., lust, trust [56]) and the direct comparisons of passionate love stimuli with other types of stimuli, is needed before we can make more conclusive theories about the nature of passionate love, the present fMRI findings show some consistency that might provide a new avenue of knowledge in couple therapy, daily practice, and sexual medicine [4]. Below, we describe two important axes: (i) love as a dopaminergic goal-directed motivation for pair-bonding; and (ii) love and cognition.
Love as A Dopaminergic Goal-Directed Motivation for Pair-Bonding

Together, the present fMRI studies of love point to a common subcortical dopaminergic reward-related brain system (involving dopamine and oxytocin receptors), independently of the types of love. The dopaminergic system mediates functions that are important for goal-directed motivation, reward, and pair-bonding. As it has been found previously for other partner-related responses (such as sexual desire, sexual arousal), love-related stimuli induce the activation of dopamine-rich brain areas that mediate motivational drive states and rewards [17,19,21,62,79]. By demonstrating a specific activation of the subcortical dopaminergic system in love, as it has been found for different phases of sexual response, these findings fit well with the long-lasting theories of love, defining love as a central motivation for pair-bonding in human beings [80–83]. Although different stimuli (faces or names of beloved) were presented in the present fMRI studies on love, similar brain networks were found. Indeed, despite the fact that differences were observed at the cortical level in brain areas mediating the intrinsic nature of stimuli (e.g., the visual word form area for word processing [84,85]; the fusiform face area for face processing [86–88]), the common fMRI studies on love showed common brain activation (independently of the nature of the stimuli), notably in the subcortical brain areas. In addition, the present analysis newly demonstrated that different types of love involve distinct cerebral networks inside and outside the dopaminergic-rich brain network. For instance, passionate love specifically recruits the ventral tegmental area and the caudate nucleus, although maternal love and unconditional love for persons with intellectual disabilities rather recruits PAG. Despite the close spatial proximity of these three brain regions, they may mediate different functions. More precisely, the ventral tegmental area (a brain area coinciding with brain areas rich in dopamine, oxytocin, and vasopressin receptors) is considered as a central platform for pleasurable feelings and pair-bonding. Another notable activation is observed in the caudate nucleus, associated with representation of goals, reward detection, expectation, and the preparation for action. These fMRI results suggest that passionate love is more than a basic emotion. Passionate love is a complex positive emotion and also a reward-based goal-directed motivation toward a specific partner. The systematic study of the modulation of these specific dopaminergic passionate love-related brain areas (i.e., ventral tegmental area and caudate nucleus) might be helpful to better grasp the motivational modulations (increases/decreases) that may occur in couple relationships over life span. A focus on the specificity of these three brain regions and their functions would facilitate the development of new pharmaceutical approaches that would target drug therapies on the dysfunction of a specific brain network. Based on the present findings, we hypothesize that modulations of activity in these dopaminergic brain areas could modify the motivational dynamics within a couple. For instance, the excess (or deprivation) of dopaminergic-related inputs may have detrimental consequences in couple relationships.

Love and Cognition

Interestingly, the present fMRI results demonstrate that love not only recruits subcortical dopaminergic brain areas, but also activates higher-order cortical brain areas. This reinforces the fact that love is more than a basic emotion. Love also involves cognition.

Passionate love activates specific cortical areas with respect to the other types of love. Notably, passionate love recruits brain areas mediating complex cognitive functions, such as body image, self-representation, attention, and social cognition. Interestingly, the presentation of explicit stimuli vs. implicit stimuli led to different cortical activation, notably in the angular gyrus (i.e., a brain area that mediates cognitive functions related to the perception/representation of one’s self, which is a critical function with respect to the psychological model of self-expansion of love [80,89]). This suggests that this activation of this brain area might occur mostly at an implicit level. Further studies need to be done to better understand the temporal dynamics of the differential brain mechanisms that take place during the visual presentation of real beloved stimuli in comparison with the visual presentation of conditioned beloved stimuli. The understanding of each of these complex functions might help to better understand the complexity of love.

Conclusion

Together, these results show that love is more than a basic emotion. Love is also a complex function including appraisals, goal-directed motivation, reward, self-representation, and body-image [21,62,90]. Interestingly different types of love call for different brain networks that carry a broad
variety of basic and complex mechanisms that are also implicated in sexual response, such as: emotional processing, reward, autonomic regulation, motivation, and also self-representation, and body image. This knowledge provides a novel anatomical and functional foundation for developing a cortical network-level perspective for advancing research in sexual medicine and couple therapy. This approach is in line with a growing field in sexual medicine, which highlights that medical and psychological therapies for sexual dysfunctions should address not only the biopsychosocial influences of the patient but also of the couple [1].
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